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The Customer
Renowned throughout the region for being an innovative leader in providing five-star retire-
ment living, Elim Park is a not-for-profit, faith-based continuing care retirement community.

Conveniently located in the historic town of Cheshire, CT, Elim Park offers the charm of 
small-town living along with easy access to the many dining, cultural and entertainment 
offerings found in nearby New Haven, Hartford and New York City.

Founded in 1906 Elim Park has been steadfastly guided by its mission to provide a unique 
way-of-life for those seeking a high-quality lifestyle accompanied by security and peace-of-
mind within a faith-based community.

As a nationally accredited continuing care retirement community, Elim Park offers the 
security of several, attractive living options on-site. Guests can rest easy knowing that 
should their healthcare needs change in the future, they have priority access to a full 
continuum of care services all within the community.

The Challenge
Just like other retirement communities, Elim Park has discovered that migrating to digital 
record-keeping, management and IT administration can be challenging. 

Across many communities, retirement administrators have recognized that if they do not, as 
an organization, embrace technology, they will become obsolete.  Automating and making a 
commitment to technology must become a priority for most, if not all organizations.  While it 
can be a huge, sometimes expensive shift, it has become increasingly necessary. But 
ultimately, what communities like Elim and its peers must prepare for is not so much an 
enhancement, as it is a transformation.

The catalyst for that transformation was Michael Mazzariello, Director of Alliances for 
Integrated Financial Systems (IFS), a SyAM Software technology partner who first recom-
mended the company’s solutions to Anthony Musacchio, Elim Park’s Associate Director of 
Information Technology. “SyAM is a great fit for Elim Park since it includes all of the tools 
they need to take control of their increasingly growing and changing IT infrastructure”, he 
said. “They now have the tools to remotely access systems across the network, centrally 
deploy software, and keep their asset database up to date. The Help Desk solution, which 
is included in the SyAM product suite, integrates with their Asset Database to track service 
history and streamlines their ticketing process from submission to resolution.”
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In fact, the whole field of providing services to seniors is changing rapidly.  On the medical 
side, retirement communities will face some of the same electronic health record requirements 
that hospitals are currently dealing with — as well as the same pressures to be part of a 
collaborative care network.  They're also seeing people spend less time in their nursing care 
programs, as emphasis in right-sizing care increases.  There's little immediate return on 
investment on many of the new technologies, and getting them will be a challenge for some 
organizations. 

Nevertheless, experts believe that within five to seven years, the industry will have made the 
technological leap.  Along with the infrastructure requirements, retirement communities also 
need to plan to provide sufficient human support for their new offerings.

Solution and Value Realized
Elim Park has already begun this transformation.  This includes implementing a new data 
center, upgrading their resident phone switch, implementing a virtual server upgrade, and 
installing a fiber backbone.  Anthony Musacchio,  Associate Director of Information Technology 
at Elim Park and his team coordinate and manage network systems to maintain Elim’s IT 
infrastructure.  His current IT ecosystem, which includes nine servers and a mixture of 140 
hardware based devices (e.g. laptops, touch screens, notebooks, PCs), supports more than 
400 round-the-clock users, including nurses who access the system at many distinct end-
points.

“When I first came on board there wasn’t much being done to manage either power or 
systems components and our helpdesk software was not especially helpful to IT or the staff 
reporting problems,” said Anthony.  “In fact, previous to SyAM my colleague Eric and I weren’t 
always sure which machines were on or how they were configured, which ideally needed to be 
periodically shut down and which machines had to remain up and running to ensure optimal 
administrative efficiency and performance.”

“Previous to SyAM 
my colleague Eric 
and I weren’t always 
sure which machines 
were on or how they 
were configured, 
which ideally needed 
to be periodically 
shut down and which 
machines had to 
remain up and 
running to ensure 
optimal administra-
tive efficiency and 
performance.”
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“Rolling SyAM out was simplified through its automated deployment and configuration capability.  
Once we had the systems installed we had access to real time status information and had 
remote capabilities on demand to everything through its centralized dashboard.  In turn this 
allowed us to utilize SyAM’s Help Desk capability to simplify and provide a more user friendly 
self-service portal for our staff to report problems,” said Anthony.  “This enables IT to not only be 
responsive to staff, but also provides us with an integrated asset management and knowledge 
base which is tied into this service information.”

Power Savings
In addition to managing the IT Infrastructure, Anthony is even cutting costs on his electric bills by 
applying power policies to reduce the number of hours machines are powered on. “First and 
foremost, it occurred to me that not every user on our network needs their PC, laptop or work 
station powered up throughout the night”, he said.  “Naturally, nursing stations must be left on 
24x7, but taking individual machines off the network grid when they’re not in use would be very 
beneficial. SyAM transparently enables me to tailor and automate the powering up or down of 
each machine based on the needs of individual users.”

The result of applying SyAM’s power management solutions enables me to control the 
consumption of power — intelligently, practically and comprehensively — as well as cost 
savings associated with prolonging the life of individual machines.  SyAM Power Auditor also 
provides Anthony with insight into power usage that both identifies opportunities for as well as 
enables short and long-term savings.

According to Anthony, SyAM Software stood out because its power management solution was 
user-friendly, intelligent and could accommodate the requirements of our IT staff. “Once SyAM 
was in place, its uses were endless,” he confirmed.

“SyAM transparently 
enables me to tailor 
and automate the 
powering up or down 
of each machine 
based on the needs 
of individual users.”

“SyAM is a great fit 
for Elim Park since it 
includes all of the 
tools they need to 
take control of their 
increasingly growing 
and changing IT 
infrastructure."



Summary
As SyAM continues to partner with Elim Park to ensure optimal visibility and management of 
its systems, resources and people, it is simplifying the jobs of Anthony and his staff.
“With a limited IT staff, SyAM’s tools and feature/functionality have helped enormously in our 
ability to both manage our existing infrastructure and has made our transformation to the 
newer technologies occur seamlessly,” said Anthony.

For Anthony, however, the extrinsic value of SyAM Software comes back to two related 
concepts: power and performance.

“Although I can’t yet measure it in money, when you turn off 25-30 machines each night, you 
can objectively quantify the number of monitors going into sleep mode which in turn reduces 
energy and puts a dent in what we’re using,” said Anthony.

“Moreover, as we’ve already established, sooner or later machines reach the end of their 
operational lifecycle.  We can identify and report on PCs that are or will shortly no longer be 
supported.  We know what we have and also know what we have to fix in order to deliver 
increased availability and better accountability right out of the gate.  Again, although that’s not 
necessarily quantifiable, the resulting outcomes certainly speak for themselves,” confirmed 
Anthony.

As for performance Anthony cites SyAM’s utility-like quality, which, for him, is all upside. 

“SyAM — in particular its Power Auditor and Site Manager dashboard enables at-a-glance 
visibility into my network from a single console. These are tools that grow with you as you 
grow your ecosystem. You can add a help desk, add ticketing features, whatever you need 
and it scales as we do and as our needs change,” said Anthony.

He continued, “These tools help us to maintain the integrity of our overall environment and 
supplies us with that combination of visibility and control we need on a daily basis to ensure 
continued and meaningful device performance health as well as user satisfaction.”
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